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(hook)
SO DOPE I CAN MAKE A CRACK FIEN TURN TO ME, SO
DOPE GOT EM BUMPIN TO IT IN THE FRONT SEAT
GOT EM BUMPIN TO EM IN THE FRONT SEAT
GOT EM BUMPIN TO EM IN THE FRONT SEAT
IM SO DOPE (REPEAT)
verse 1

yah girl wannah get intimate
my dopeness level is infinate
im bout tuh get up in this bitch
crank it up do yah dance in yah spotlight
bump to it in yah whip and jerk at the stoplight
yah statis quo is wak
my status que is crack
so into this
limitless
theck the list
i am it
the shit
to this work i am a gift
so grab the box so open it
fashionable rhymes
im spittin em all the time
take the average kat
that is not fly
alter and modify
in that i specialize
give em bak to the crew and he rides

(hook)
verse 2

enter the main vein 
run a train on a fools brain
like syringe of herowin
watch me narrow in
going at googleplex milesper hour
come and try to climb up this never ending tower
i deflect the rejects that always try to mess
they thinking that they is the best
its a mess , but yet so complex
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copacity cant hold much more than this
i am the apoklipse being optimistic
i feel that everything will be great
so dont miss it
and if you dont believe that, then listen
wonder why your friend and your man just gone
missen
(hook)

verse 3

see a jerk, greet a jerk, be a jerk, beat a jerk
fuckin let your feet work, do it like a skeet whore
yah, yah girl like that, that ass so fat, i heard she
gottah fat cat up in that lap
she wants me to tap, but ima have to pass, i heard that
shit sharp like glass
i know whats been in that fuck that, we too good too fly
for a dick cast
so dope, that i dont give a shit, jerkin up in the mall any
haer will get split
sick sick picky, i aint bout to get clamidy
say bitch get real, to a jerk thats a steal

(hook)
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